
Future Concerns Other

no one interested in 1st selectman job

Should I be worried about public safety volunteers, I love them and don't know are they in trouble?

Our children not able to afford to stay in Durham

Let Durham stay as it is and was years ago.

Preservation of our historic district. It is a national treasure.

Growing modernization of historic district

Declining school enrollment.

School development plans

Our school budgets always being cut

1. Safety of pedestrians due to increasing traffic, lack of sidewalks, poor condition of existing sidewalks  2. Loss of 

quaint town atmosphere - adding commercial development in a way that detracts from farm town legacy  3. Finding 

balance of letting commercial venues succeed without turning into a strip-mall-type drive-through town.

Traffic on smaller streets such as Maple Avenue, which may become worse with commercial development in the 

area.

Balancing Commercial Development and preserving the quality of small town life in Durham

Too many houses on the market for sale

Please build a grocery store!!!  

District 13 is an all-consuming dinosaur that never ever cuts it's budget.  It is time for the teachers and the staff to 

take pay cuts.  It is time to start cutting both.

I'm also concerned about the loss of a cohesive, walkable town center

Not enough of foresight to create an environment that allows local business to thrive while maintaining our small 

town charm.  I'm also concerned that the school board and ultimately the school system are headed in the wrong 

direction.  Will they try to close all of the schools?

Too many oversized houses

Lack of racial, ethnic, and economic diversity

Traffic on Main Street   Appearance of Main Street; not just the Historic District

The current situation that sees us with declining home sales and population will only worsen if we don't diversity 

our tax base through a careful plan to attract and support commercial businesses. I realize the entire state is 

suffering from this because of state level leaders, but I would like to see Durham buck the trend.  We are located in 

the middle of the state. Let' s think about attracting businesses that will benefit from that fact (transportation, urgent 

care, service industries). 

The reliance on volunteers, who are not properly trained, to make huge decisions about the future of our town.

What concerns me the most is the impact of further development on the Character and charm of the town.  Durham 

does not need any more commercial development.  There are several vacant properties.  It would make no sense 

to build more commercial when we can't even fill the spaces that we have.

Blight

The threatened zone change of historic Main Steet, opening the floodgate to commercial and causing the present 

residents to consider leaving town

Traffic

Many properties on Main Street are in disrepair.

My family was drawn to Durham because of its good schools, it's relative affordability compared to other New 

Haven commuter towns, and it's beautiful homes on Main St. If Main Street loses its residential nature to 

commercialization, I think other families might not be as attracted to Durham. Without the charm, you may as well 

live in Middlefield where taxes are cheaper.

Can I say "taxes" twice?

We need to let businesses into absorb some tax burden. Taxes are way to high in this town 

Inability of town to adapt to change

Water   Preservation open land

We need to grow our business and economics within the town.  We need to get property taxes lower and help grow 

our property values.  Being historic is not what draws the majority of people to Durham.  

We have strong concerns around commercial development. While not opposed to commercial development, we 

feel that new businesses need to be carefully considered both to maintain Durham's character and to manage the 

traffic/influx of shoppers.  (e.g. we would welcome a local hardware store but oppose a strip mall.)
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Declining property values, yet rising taxes as no commercial tax revenue offset.  Glut of homes for sale (87 as of 

today) and sales are slow, not the sign of a vibrant desirable community.  Residents aging and young families not 

moving in as young families want a walkable downtown with mix of services.  Closing schools due to lack of 

enrollment - an indicator of the future decline of a community.  2 food markets that are too expensive for regular 

weekly grocery shopping for a family and 2 gas stations are the default for evening grocery necessity shopping. We 

need a viable grocery store.   Durham residents are above average wage earners yet need to go to Wallingford or 

Middletown for weekly grocery shopping, restaurants, retail. Durham is not benefitting from its own resident 

spending. We are supporting the growth and retail success of neighboring towns at the expense of our own town's 

viability as Main Street properties sit vacant.  17,000 cars drive down Main Strret each day and Durham receives 

the noise and pollution, but little to no revenue as we don't offer the stores to support residents and commuters 

passing through, other than gas stations.   

Reasonable number of rents or lower cost housing to allow our young people to stay in town 

Flow of traffic is really a problem.  Love Historic District but looking a little shabby.  
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